Directions to Prisma Colour Ltd
Directions from the M1








Exit the M1 at junction 35A take A616 and follow signs for Manchester this merges with the
A628.
Follow signs for Glossop.
Go through Tintwistle and Hollingworth to the main set of traffic lights (The Gun Inn pub on
right). Turn left here and follow road down to mini roundabout – take a right here.
Continue on this road past a business park on left and Glossop Caravans on right, go straight
on through traffic lights heading towards the railway viaduct.
At set of traffic lights here, turn right heading for Marple and the A626.
Follow this road for about 2 miles, passing through Charlesworth village and then Dyson’s
Village Store on your right.
Follow this road down the hill and just before the sign for Chisworth turn right down an
unmarked road signposted Prisma Colour Ltd.

Directions from the M6










Exit the M6 at junction 19 at Knutsford and follow signs for M56.
Join the M56 heading towards Manchester Airport.
Take left hand lane (at junction 3) for the M60 and head east on the M60 ring road
Exit at junction 24 and join the M67 heading for Sheffield/Barnsley.
At the end of the motorway take the first exit at the roundabout signposted for A57 Glossop
At the first set of traffic lights turn right towards Broadbottom.
Follow this road for 2.5 miles all the way through Broadbottom, past the train station, over a
narrow bridge and past a church on right.
At the T Junction at the top of the hill turn right towards Marple.
Follow this road down the hill and just before the sign for Chisworth turn right down an
unmarked road signposted Prisma Colour Ltd.

Directions from the M60







Exit at junction 24 and join the M67 heading for Sheffield/Barnsley.
At the end of the motorway take the first exit at the roundabout signposted for A57 Glossop
At the first set of traffic lights turn right towards Broadbottom.
Follow this road for 2.5 miles all the way through Broadbottom, past the train station, over a
narrow bridge and past a church on right.
At the T Junction at the top of the hill turn right towards Marple.
Follow this road down the hill and just before the sign for Chisworth turn right down an
unmarked road signposted Prisma Colour Ltd.

If you have any problems, please phone us on +44(0) 1457 856 505 and we will direct you.

